
Borderland Biashara & 
Mobile Technology

Biashara means trade in Swahili. This ethnographic research project explores the role of mobile phone in the 
biashara conducted by small traders earning less than a  dollar a day in the  Busia-Malaba region  (Kenya-

Uganda border).  International borders  create 'unnatural' complications to human activities such as petty 
trade . These complications may take the form of restrictions on mobility, customs checkpoints, currency 

exchange, etc . Mobile phones play a vital role in overcoming these barriers  to biashara.
This photo-log captures some the trader’s stories



Nation state borders are artificial 
impediments to human activity. 
Mobile network operators also 

face the same border limitation. 
Small traders who cross the 
borders frequently for their 

livelihood want a way to 
communicate across borders 

economically. The Africell 
network is one which allows 

coverage across three bordering 
countries
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The mobile  number is  used like a shipment tracking number in the informal logistics network. In the picture, 
the sacks atop the matutu (van) have  the mobile number of the recipient written on them, establishing 

ownership. Somewhere along the route of this van, the owner will pick-up her  delivery.



Oketch, a cross border trader in Uganda  stores his most important 
trading contacts' mobile phone numbers  by writing them on the 

wall of his shop. A mobile phone with contacts in it  might be lost, 
but not the numbers here!



All telecommunications companies in East Africa offer mobile 
money transfer services . However, these services are in effect   

'walled gardens' with no interoperability between them. This is a 
major inconvenience for their many users whose livelihood comes 

from cross-border trade.



Informal money-changer’s business 
premises. The business of these 

money-changers is moving to formal 
changers due to the advent of  

mobile money. The limitation faced 
in technology though is that the 

majority of mobile money services 
lack inter-operability.



Because of lack of  interoperability, the mobile money agents at the 
border are different. This image from Busia, Uganda shows yellow, 
green and blue kiosks which  belong to the agents from each of the 

different operators. Each walled garden forms its own border, 
overlapping the cellular signal’s limits with the nation state’s.



Oketch from Uganda has both MTN and Airtel lines (two 
simcards on a dual sim phone.) One maybe used more for 
voice services and the other for mobile money services.  
Oketch is on MTN Mobile  Money service, and he uses it  
to send money to his scrap suppliers in Mombasa and 
Kisumu in Kenya. It doesn’t matter that his currency is 
UGX, Ugandan Shillings, and his partner is a Kenyan 
inclined to Kenyan currency (KES) and Mpesa payments.  
He uses Mpesa in Uganda via an Mpesa agent. Sometimes 
he uses MTN and sometimes he uses Airtel. Borders 
become as fluid as the technology permits.



Most of the small-scale traders, who live on 
daily income of less  than a dollar, don't have 
electricity at home. Akinyi charges her mobile 
phone at such a  shop for 10 Kenyan Shillings 
(~10 cents) every night and picks it up every 
morning. She would have preferred to buy an 
Itel phone which has a battery charge lasts 
for 7 days. In her current Samsung phone, the 
battery runs out by around 3pm daily.   She 
bought the Samsung phone for 1000 Kenyan 
shillings because she did not have the extra 
500 shillings which would be needed to buy 
the ltel phone.



The Chinese Itel brand is the popular phone 
among these cross border traders. It is clearly 
seen in this garbage dump by discarded red 
packaging of Itel.
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Trade and technology cross borders of 
time, space, currency, and the limits of 
cellular signals. 



Emerging Futures Lab (EFL) is an 
interdisciplinary research driven concept 

design and innovation consulting 
practice operating primarily in the 
emerging consumer markets of sub 

Saharan Africa. 
www.nitibhan.com 
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